CASE REPORT

Colonic carcinoma with granulomatous (sarcoid) reaction

J D Coyne

A 74 year old man had a right hemicolectomy for a caecal adenocarcinoma. Microscopic examination also revealed non-caseating epithelioid granulomatas within the adjacent stroma and some of these granulomata contained centrally located malignant cells. Granulomatous inflammation was not present within the lymph nodes and the importance of this rare occurrence is discussed.

Granulomatous reactions occurring within lymph nodes draining carcinomas are a well known but uncommon occurrence. More rarely, granulomas may occur within the stroma of malignancies, a variety of which have been reported including breast, renal, and hepatocellular carcinomas. However, the occurrence of granulomas within the stroma of colonic carcinomas appears to be much more rare, with only a single case reported in the Japanese literature. This case is, to the best of my knowledge, the first case reported in the English literature.

CASE HISTORY AND PATHOLOGY

A 74 year old man was assessed for rectal bleeding, constipation, and weight loss. Six years previously he had a 5 cm moderately dysplastic tubulovillous adenoma removed from the rectum. Colonoscopy revealed three sessile polyps each measuring 2 mm maximum dimension, which were excised from the rectum, proximal sigmoid, and hepatic flexure. In the caecum there was a 45 mm ulcerating tumour encircling the ileocaecal valve with an adjacent 3 mm pedunculated polyp. A 12 mm sessile polyp was also present. A right hemicolectomy was subsequently performed and the patient made an uneventful recovery. Six months later the patient is alive, well, and regaining weight. An abdominal ultrasound showed a normal liver with no focal abnormality. There was no clinical indication of inflammatory bowel disease.

The specimen consisted of caecum and right colon measuring 18 cm in length with a 4 cm piece of terminal ileum. At the ileocaecal valve there was an ulcerated tumour measuring 3.3 × 2.0 cm, which extended through the wall into the adjacent fat.

"The granulomatous reaction may be a response to necrotic material (that is, a foreign body inflammatory response) or an immunological reaction"

Microscopic examination showed an infiltrating poorly differentiated colonic carcinoma extending into the serosal fat. Focally, there was a granulomatous reaction within the stroma of and adjacent to the carcinoma, and some of the granulomas contained centrally located malignant cells (fig 1). One of 10 lymph nodes contained metastatic mucinous carcinomas, although mucinous elements were not identified in the primary carcinoma. Elsewhere there were several tubulovillous adenomas showing moderate dysplasia. Ziehl-Neelsen stains were negative.

DISCUSSION

The occurrence of non-caseating granulomas occurring in lymph nodes draining malignant neoplasms is a well documented phenomenon, with cervical and breast carcinomas thought to be the most likely to elicit this response. Less commonly, non-caseating epithelioid granulomas and metastatic malignancy occur simultaneously within lymph nodes, but this distinctly unusual phenomenon has been described only with metastatic nasopharyngeal carcinoma, seminoma, and malignant melanoma. An equally rare phenomenon is that of a granulomatous response occurring within the stroma of a variety of carcinomas, including breast, renal, and hepatocellular carcinomas. A single previous case of sigmoid colon cancer with a sarcoid stromal reaction was described in the Japanese literature. However, despite the rarity of these last cases, granulomatous inflammation has been described in association with microinvasive breast carcinomas (predominantly in situ carcinomas with invasive foci measuring < 1 mm) and in relation to microscopic foci of colonic carcinoma within perivascular mesenteric fat. The granulomatous reaction may be a response to necrotic material (that
Take home messages

- The occurrence of granulomas within the stroma of colonic carcinomas is extremely rare and this is the first case reported in the English literature
- The granulomatous response within draining lymph nodes may be a response to soluble tumour related antigens and the stromal reaction may be a T cell mediated immunological response to cell surface antigens.
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Nasal swabs are the painless way to diagnose viral respiratory infection

Children should find the sampling procedure for acute respiratory infection much less painful, after a small study has shown for the first time that nasal swabs are suitable and provoke much less discomfort than nasopharyngeal swabs.

Detection of influenza virus was very similar for nasal swabs and nasopharyngeal swabs by direct immunofluorescence (27% vs 29% positive, respectively) and enzyme assay (26% vs 28% positive). Detection of respiratory syncytial virus was identical, at 20% for both samples. The difference in sensitivity and specificity of nasal and nasopharyngeal swabs and in their positive and negative predictive values was negligible or non-existent.

Paired samples were obtained with a lower nasal swab and a high nasopharyngeal swab from opposite nostrils of 199 children (median age 1.5 years, range 11 days–13.8 years) with suspected acute respiratory infection. Each was examined by direct immunofluorescence and enzyme assay for influenza and by direct immunofluorescence for respiratory syncytial virus. Pain was measured by duration of crying for children aged under 3 years or by standard Oucher pain scale and a validated facial coding system in older children.

Acute respiratory infection is the commonest cause of childhood illness. One recent study found these two sampling methods equally effective for detecting influenza virus, though the pain they cause has not been studied before.
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